The even-skipped (eve) gene of Drosophila melanogaster has been intensively studied as a model for spatial and temporal control of gene expression, using in vitro and transgenic techniques. Here, the study of eve is extended, using evolutionary conservation of DNA sequences. Conservation of much of the protein, and of known regulatory elements, supports models for eve function and regulation that have previously heen advanced, and extensive conservation found in noncoding sequences predicts that functional elements exist that have yet to be defined. In contrast, a part of the protein implicated in transcriptional repression has diverged extensively while preserving overall amino acid composition, highlighting potentially essential features of this domain. Also, the basal promoter has diverged extensively, indicating evolutionary flexibility of promoter function.
Introduction
The even-skipped (eve) locus of D. melanogaster encodes a homeodomain-containing transcription factor essential for the early development of the fly. Genetic studies have shown that eve is a member of the pair-rule class of developmental regulators (Niisslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980) . As such, eve mediates a crucial step in the interpretation of maternal information to establish the correct number and positions of segments in the developing embryo. The eve gene is expressed in seven rings around the embryo at the cellular blastoderm stage (Harding et al., 1986; Macdonald et al., 1986; which mark, and indeed define, the primordia for seven of the parasegments. Mild mutations lead to the deletion of these parasegments, but the central role eve plays in this process is revealed by the phenotype of loss-of-function mutations, in which all evidence of segmentation is lost (Ntisslein-Volhard et al., 1985) .
Molecular studies have shown that the Eve protein can negatively regulate transcription both in vitro and in vivo (Jaynes and O'Farrell, 1988; Biggin and Tjian, 1989; Han et al., 1989; Han and Manley, 1993b; TenHarmsel et al., 1993) , possibly by interacting directly with the basal transcriptional machinery (Han and Manley, 1993b) . The Eve protein contains a homeobox DNA binding motif, which mediates its binding to both the canonical TAAT core sequence bound by all known homeoboxes and to GC-rich sequences unique to Eve (Hoey and Levine, 1988; Jiang et al., 1991) . Eve also has a repression domain containing a stretch of 11 alanines, which acts in cooperation with an adjacent region particularly rich in proline, alanine, serine and histidine (Han and Manley, 1993; TenHarmsel et al., 1993b ). An alanine-rich region has similarly been associated with transcriptional repression mediated by two other segmentation proteins, Kruppel and Engrailed (Licht et al., 1990; Han and Manley, 1993a) .
The eve promoter has been the subject of intensive study, as a model for the mechanisms by which broad morphogenetic gradients can be translated into discrete and periodic expression patterns with clearly defined boundaries (Carroll, 1990) . The transcriptional control region of the eve gene is greater than 9 kb in size, since P-element constructs covering this amount of DNA direct the expression of only three of the seven blastoderm stripes (Harding et al., 1989) . Dissection of this 9-kb region reveals a modular organization to the locus, in that either stripe 2 or stripe 3 can be eliminated by fairly small internal deletions without affecting the expression of the other stripes (Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989) . Stripe 2 can even be expressed in isolation, albeit weakly, by a OS-kb fragment linked to a heterologous promoter (Small et al., 1992) . Genetic studies on endogenous eve expression, as well as on the dissected promoter, reveal that these stripe elements respond to a gradient of the maternal morphogen, Bicoid, and to regional expression of gap gene products to determine positional information at the single-cell level Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989) . In addition, a pair-rule responsive element has been defined that directs the expression of all seven stripes later in embryonic development in an eve-dependent manner. This late-acting autoregulatory element also directs expression in the presumptive anal plate (Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989) , an evolutionarily conserved site of expression (Pate1 et al., 1992) for which no functions have been identified. In vitro DNA binding studies have shown that Bicoid (Bed), the gap gene products Kruppel (Kr), Hunchback (Hb) and Giant (Gt), as well as Eve itself (Hoey and Levine, 1988; Stanojevic et al., 1989; Stanojevic et al., 1991) bind the eve promoter. This concordance of the genetic and molecular data has allowed a detailed mechanistic model for expression of the second stripe to be developed (Stanojevic et al., 1991; Small et al., 1992) .
This detailed understanding makes eve a good model system in which to study the relationship between DNA sequence conservation during evolution and sequence function as defined by in vitro and transgenic means. Toward this end, I have undertaken a comparison of the eve locus of D. melanogaster with that of an evolutionarily distant Drosophila, D. picticornis. D. picticornis is a member of the Hawaiian picture-winged group of Drosophila. This group is notably diverse in morphology, gene expression, ecology and behavior (Carson and Yoon, 1982) and is estimated to have diverged from D. melanogaster 62 million years ago (Beverly and Wilson, 1984) . This amount of time is sufficient to allow unconstrained DNA sequences to have diverged extensively (Wilson et al., 1987) , facilitating the recognition of functionally constrained sequences. I will present here the expression pattern of Eve in D. picticornis and a DNA sequence comparison of nearly 20 kb of the eve locus. These data indicate extensive conservation of expression, protein primary structure and 5 ' flanking sequence. Much of this conservation is in regions critical for eve function, based on studies in D. melanogaster. However, extensive conservation also exists in regions to which no functions have yet been assigned. This conservation highlights specific sequences for which further functional studies would be fruitful. In contrast, other regions which have been proposed to be functionally important are not conserved. This nonconservation predicts essential features of Eve's repressor activity and, also, an evolutionary flexibility in basal promoter function.
Results

Expression of Eve and Engrailed in D. picticornis
Since the goal of this work was to analyze the conservation of functionally important DNA sequences in a distant species, it was important to first determine if there is conservation of expression and function of the D. picticornis eve gene relative to D. melanogaster. Antibody staining (Fig. 1) shows that even subtle features of the expression of Eve in D. picticornis are nearly identical to those in D. melanogaster (Harding et al., 1986; Goto et al., 1989) .
At its earliest detectable stages, Eve stripes 1 and 2, and 5 and 6, are fused in D. picticornis (Fig. lA) , stripe 7 is broad and stripe 3 is weak but separate. This is consistent with early Eve expression in D. melanogaster, although published reports indicate that stripe 4 is more prominent at this stage in D. melanogaster than it is in D. picticornis. By cellular blastoderm (Fig. lB) , the seven stripes have formed, with the anterior border of stripe 1 occurring at -68% egg length. Protein expression in each stripe is strongest in the center and fades off at the edges (best seen at the edges of the embryo in Fig.  1B ). Stripe refinement then begins, resulting in an asymmetric stripe with strong expression at the anterior border, fading to the posterior ( Fig. lC-E) . As gastrula- 51 (199s) 199-215 tion continues, seven minor stripes appear between the seven original stripes (first visible in Fig. lD , an example is marked by the arrowhead in Fig. 1 E) . The positioning of stripe 1 well anterior to the cephalic furrow is common in D. picticornis (Fig. lE) , although stripe 1 often disappears into the cephalic furrow in D. picticornis ( Fig. 1D) as it does in D. melunoguster, indicating that the positioning of the cephalic furrow is more variable relative to the segmental prepattern than it is in D. melunoguster. During germ-band elongation, the stripes narrow further until they are composed of only a single row of nuclei and then become patchy before fading altogether. By fully extended germband, the stripes have faded and strong expression appears in the proctodeum, eventually becoming a ring around the anal plate (arrowheads in Figs. 1F and 11). During this time, expression also first appears in the ventral nerve cord (Fig. 1G ) and in the pericardial muscle precursor cells (at the top and bottom edges of the embryo in Fig. 1G and laterally in Fig. 1H ). By the end of germ band retraction (Fig. lI) , the ventral nerve cord shows a pattern of staining that appears identical to that seen in D. melunoguster (Doe et al., 1988; Pate1 et al., 1989) .
En is a 'downstream' target for eve in D. melanoguster and, hence, conservation of En expression would be indicative of conservation of Eve function. An En monoclonal antibody (Pate1 et al., 1989 ) was used to stain D. picticornis embryos and a stage 6-7 embryo is shown in Fig. 1 ('pit'; bottom) genes, with EcoRI (E) and Psrl (P) restriction sites shown for reference. Also shown at the top are the positions of the late-acting autoregulatory sequence (AR), the stripe 3 element (3), a region competent to direct the expression of stripes 2 and 7 (2&7), the translational initiator methionine (AUG) and the stop codon (UAA) identified in the D. melanogaster gene. Shown above the D. picricornis map are the locations of the probe fragments (A-Q). In the center, autoradiograms of the Southern blots generated with these probes are shown; the identity of each probe is indicated above the autoradiograms. Each panel contains four lanes of DNA: the two relatively weakly hybridizing lanes to the left are restriction digests of bacteriophage Lambda clones from D. melanogaster and to the right are two lanes of D. picticornis clones to serve as standards. In most cases, the DNA was digested with EcoRI or Psrl, although in some lanes other enzymes were used to allow for more refined mapping. The arrows indicate the relative positions of the D. melanogasrer fragments cross-hybridizing. Where no arrow is shown, no specific cross-hybridization was detected; the weak cross-hybridizations seen with probe J are not colinear with each other or with the adjacent probes and are presumed to be due to repetitive sequences. The extensive cross-hybridizations seen with probe D are also presumably due to repetitive sequences. sion can be seen: anterior-posterior and dorsal-ventral gradients of stripe development and a pair-rule modulation to the strength of stripes such that the evedependent stripes are weaker than the ftz dependent stripes. These features are conserved between D. melanogaster and D. picticornis. Double staining for Eve and En during the latest stages of Eve expression confirms that Eve and En expression overlap (data not shown). This high degree of conservation of Eve and En expression implies a similarly high degree of conservation of the maternal and gap genes that establish Eve expression, and of the function of Eve itself, which is required for En expression. Extensive similarity exists in the sequences responsible for stripe 2, 3 and 7 expression (probes K, L and M), 5' of the coding region. The next probe 5 ', probe J, shows negligible cross-hybridization. Further 5', probes G, H and I, indicate that a large area of sequence similarity exists surrounding the autoregulatory element (AR). Cross-hybridization again nearly disappears (probe F), before resuming in a region extending out to about -10 kb (probes D and E). This distal region of high sequence similarity maps to a portion of the D. melanogaster genome that has not been characterized. Cross-hybridization disappears, 5' of this region, to the extent that the two 5 '-most probes, A and B, fail to give any signal above background.
On the basis of this analysis, sequencing of the D. picticornis genome was performed for the regions defined by probes N, M, L and K, which include the coding sequence and the stripe 2, 3 and 7 elements; for probes G, H and I, which cover the area around the autoregulatory element; and C, D and E, which define the new region of high sequence similarity at -10 kb. Also, 600 bp 3' of the coding region was sequenced to determine the significance of the weak hybridization seen there (probe 
C. 0). In addition, this analysis defined a large domain of at least 15 kb in which sufficient sequence similarity exists to allow colinear cross-hybridization to be detected above background. The 3 ' limits of this domain have not been identified and may continue past probe Q, but the 5 ' limits are clearly defined and occur at about -10 kb (probe C). TCGCTGAGTCCCGTCGGCTCTGATCACACCAAGGTCTTCGCACCACCA +1143 IIIlIIII  II II II II III  IIIII  IIIIII  II /I II II IIIIIIIIIIIIII  II  II II II IIIIlIlI   GCTGCCCACTGCCCGCACCTGGTCTGCTCATGGCCAGCAGTGGCAAGCGTCCAGCGTCCAGCGTCGGATA~TCGCCGCCGCCATC~GGACGACAGTCATTGC~A  +1243  s  c A 8 A total of -10 kb of D. picticornis sequence was collected for comparison to a total of -10 kb of D. melanogaster sequence. The comparison of the coding sequences was relatively straightforward, due to the presence of a priori criteria of function such as open reading frames and start and stop codons. However, the analysis of regulatory sequences is considerably less well defined, and the establishment of criteria by which to assess the significance of sequence similarities found in noncoding regions represented a major difficulty. Here, I have used highly stringent, empirically determined cutoff points for discriminating background from significant sequence similarities (see Experimental procedures). Despite the high stringency, all the regulatory sequences known to be functionally essential are represented in this set. Thus, although small, weakly homologous or species-specific functional sequences would be lost from such an analysis, it seems likely that the majority of the functional sequences are highlighted by this comparison.
A summary of significant similarities across the locus is shown in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that conserved nucleotides cluster together at two levels. First, blocks of conservation occur that approach 100% over stretches of 100 nt or more. Second, these blocks are organized into domains of conservation which are isolated by regions that are essentially devoid of significant similarity. For example, the peaks that mark the minimal stripe 2 element (MSE) are embedded in a larger conserved domain of > 1 kb which is separated from its adjacent functional elements, the basal promoter and the stripe 3 element, by several hundred nucleotides without similarity. The alignments used to generate this graph are presented in detail below; nucleotide coordinates will refer to the D. melanogaster sequences unless otherwise noted.
The coding sequence
The even-skipped gene of D. melanogaster is composed of a 1.5-kb transcribed region with one intron of 71 bp. Alignment of the coding region of the D. picticornis eve gene shows a high degree of homology with 66% overall nucleotide identity (Fig. 4) . In detail, however, it can be seen that different portions of the gene have evolved at different rates, with the most highly conserved portion being the homeodomain (82% identity) and the regions immediately surrounding it, and the most rapidly changing being the intron and a region in the C-terminal half of the protein (nt 738-998 in Fig. 4 ; divergent region in Fig. 3A) , each of which shares only -50% identity with the D. melanogaster gene. The sequences encoding the first exon and the C-terminal quarter of the protein are modestly conserved, with 75% and 73% identity, respectively.
Conceptual translation of the coding sequence indicates that the amino acid sequence follows this pattern of conservation and divergence (Fig. 4) . The homeodomain is 100% conserved, while exon 1 and the Cterminal quarter of the protein are also relatively well conserved with approximately 80% of the amino acids being identical. Notable features of the conserved parts of the protein include the homeobox, an acidic region between the intron and the homeobox (p1 = 3.7), a run of alanines to the carboxy-terminal side of the homeobox (amino acids 167-177), and PEST sequences (Rechsteiner, 1990) near the N-and C-termini.
Three eve mutants are known that alter the amino acid sequence. Two of these map to conserved residues in the homeodomain (Frasch et al., 1988) . The third, eve3.77.'7, replaces the carboxy-terminal 134 amino acids with 79 foreign amino acids (Frasch et al., 1988 ). The Cterminal 100 of these 134 amino acids are highly conserved between the species. The presence of conserved PEST sequences, which are proposed to be involved in protein instability, is consistent with the previous suggestion (Frasch et al., 1988 ) that the eve3.77.17 phenotype could be due to an increase in protein stability.
Between the polyalanine stretch and the conserved Cterminal portion of the protein exists a region in which extensive amino acid divergence has occurred (amino acids 190-276). The corresponding region of the D. picticornis gene contains a second stretch of 7 alanines that is not present in D. melanogaster. Despite the relative nonconservation of primary amino acid sequence (43% identical), several properties of this divergent region are conserved. The overall amino acid composition is similar in both species, with a high abundance of proline (17% in D. melanogaster, 19% in D. picticornis) and alanine (11% and 22O), a bias toward histidine, serine, methionine and tyrosine residues (approximately 10% sequence. The polyalanine stretch is overlined. The shaded boxes show the positions of the three strongest PEST protein instability sequences identified by the GENEPRO software. 
GAGA GAGA e5 ----------------TTGTCCCGCCTCGTTATCGCCGCTCAGCACCGAGAGCA-CAGCAGCGCATCCACTCTCAGCACCGCACGATTAGCACCGT----***** * * * l * ***tt t l *** ****** * ******* ** **t***t** 1 (Read et al., 1990 (Macdonald et al., 1986; Read et al., 1990) and translational initiator ATG are also indicated. Nucleotide numbering is with reference to the 5'-most start site, since two of the groups have mapped the start to this position. Also shown is the only significant match found in the entire comparison that could not be included in a conventional alignment; this is a 1505 match between D. melanogaster sequences at -750 and D. picticorms sequences at -1865. This region of the D. picticornis sequence (see Fig. 6 ) is rich in variants of a [CCATIT] motif, which may thus be a complex type of repetitive sequence. each in both species), and a complete absence of acidic residues. Also, a net positive charge (p1 = 9.4 and 9.7) for this region is conserved. The only extensive amino acid similarity lies between amino acids 2 13-227 (13/l 5 identical; within a region described as D2 in Han and Manley, 1993b) . Following these amino acids, the protein is rich in histidine residues in both species. Much of this divergent portion of the D. melanogaster protein has been implicated in Eve's ability to repress transcription (Han and Manley, 1993b; TenHarmsel et al., 1993) . A high percentage of proline and hydrophobic residues (Han and Manley, 1993b) , homomeric alanine stretches (Licht et al., 1990; Han and Manley, 1993a) and net positive charge (Saha et al., 1993) have been proposed to be common features of repressing regions. These conserved features may thus be sufficient to provide repressing functions in the absence of extensive primary sequence conservation.
Promoter proximal region
In Fig. 5 is an alignment of 1 kb 5 ' of the translational initiator methionine. Sequence similarity is high in the immediate vicinity of the transcriptional start site (54/66 identical) and between -0.3 and -0.8 kb. Despite these similarities, dissection by P-element transformation reveals that no specific expression patterns are directed by this region (T. Goto, personal communication) .
In contrast, the 300 bp from -30 to -325 nt is not well conserved. This region has been analyzed for DNaseI protection with embryonic extracts (Read et al., 1990) and numerous sites for two factors, the GAGA factor and a TCCT-motif binding protein, which may be Tramtrack (Jiang et al., 1991) , were found. In addition, two regions capable of being bound by purified Eve protein have been identified, e4 and e5 (Hoey and Levine, 1988) . Of this large number of in vitro binding sites, only the GAGA factor binding site immediately adjacent to the transcriptional initiation site and a GAGA factor binding site at -340 (footprint 10 of Read and Manley, 1990) fall into blocks of significant sequence conservation (no match is apparent for the TCCT site at -380).
When special attention is given to identifying similarities to the two Eve binding sites, e4 and e5 (Hoey and Levine, 1988) , e5 can be found at -190 in the D. picticornis sequence. Promoter sequences between -300 and -50, which would include the conserved e5 site, have been shown to be involved in the proper modulation of the late, autoregulatory element (Goto et al., 1989) . Since the autoregulatory program requires the Eve protein itself, this conservation may reflect a requirement for Eve binding close to its own promoter (TenHarmsel et al., 1993) . However, the e5 site has been shown to bind Zen and Paired in addition to Eve (Hoey and Levine, 1988) , and the conserved G-C rich half-sites (AGCACC) flank a conserved ATTA motif, commonly recognized to comprise the core of all homeodomain binding motifs (Laughon, 1991) . Thus, the available data is consistent with e5 being functionally important but the protein(s) that binds it in vivo may still be unknown. In contrast to e5, no convincing match to the higher affinity e4 site could be found. However, the corresponding region in D. picticornis is composed of a repetitive stretch of [CAG] ,, which could represent a variant of the AGCACC consensus capable of binding Eve. In vitro footprinting of the D. picticornis promoter would be required to determine whether a functional analog of the e4 site exists.
2.6. The stripe 2 region Fig. 6 shows a continuation of the sequences presented in Fig. 5 . This region directs the expression of stripes 2 and 7, and sequences responsible for stripe 2 have been intensively studied (Stanojevic et al., 1989; Small et al., 1991; Stanojevic et al., 1991; Small et al., 1992) . In contrast to the relative nonconservation of transcription factor binding sites in the promoter proximal region, extensive conservation of in vitro binding sites can be found in the 480 bp shown to be necessary (Goto et al., 1989) and sufficient (Small et al., 1992) for stripe 2 expression (the minimal stripe element or MSE; BstEII at nt -1550 to &HI1 at nt -1070). The MSE contains 12 binding sites for the Bed, Hb, Kr and Gt proteins; reasonable matches to most of these binding sites can be found. Notably, footprinted sequences within the distal (nts -1430--1480) and proximal (nts -1120--1070) clusters of binding sites thought to be critical for positional control of stripe 2 expression (Small et al., 1992) are contained in significant sequence similarities. Furthermore, all three of the significant similarities in the 480 bp contain binding sites for known proteins. This conservation thus implies that nearly all the known interactions are critical for proper eve function and lends strong support to the model for stripe 2 control derived from work on D. melanogaster (Stanojevic et al., 1989; Small et al., 1991; Stanojevic et al., 1991; Small et al., 1992) . The conservation of Kr site 6 also implies a function for this interaction, even though it lies outside the MSE. Genetic studies with the isolated MSE reveal a discrepancy with studies using larger fragments extending to nt -1705. The longer fragment shows a dependence on Kr for formation of the posterior boundary of stripe 2, but the MSE does not (Small et al., 1992) . Kr site 6 may therefore play a role in the intact promoter that is not fulfilled by the Kr sites in the MSE.
2.7. The stripe 3 region 5 ' of the sequence shown in Fig. 6, 1.3 II IIIIII/IIIlIII//I ATTTGCTTTCGGGCCCAGAAGAAAGGTTGCT--CATTCTGGTTGT---~---GGGTTAGGGTTTGAGCTATGAGCTATGAGCTGTGAGCTGTGAGCTGTGAGTTGTTAGCCCTGAACCCCGAACCTCGAGAATTGAACCTTTCCCGGGGCAA *** ******* * ******* 
GGG-TAGGGTTCG-------------------------------------------------------------------------------T~GGGG~A~ ----GMGGCTTGCATGTGGGCCTTTT------CCAGGTCGGCCAGTAGGTAGAGTTGTTGCGATGCCTATGCCGGGCGAGTT~TGCC~TGC~TTG
GACAGATCGAAAAG-------------------------------~--~-----CTGGCCTGGTTTCTCGCTGTGTGTGCCGTGTTAATCCGTTT-GCCA II
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TCAGCGACATTATTACTCTATTTTCCATTTCTCTCTAAAATTTGAACATTTTCTCAACCGTTTGCATTTCCATATCCATTTTCCATTTTCACTTTCGCCT gt2 ~------CGAGTTAGACTTTATTGCAGCATCTTGMCAATCGTCGCAGTTTGGTAACACGCTGTGCCATACTT--------------------------
--------------------------------------------TCATTTAGACGG~TCGAGGGACCCTGGACTAT~TCGCACAACGAGACCGGGTT
* ****** * **** t ***** * * l ******** 
CTGTCATTGCTCTAGTTTTGCTTTCATTTCCTCACTCTTAGCTGCTGATTTAGGCAGAATTCCGCTGTCCTGGCATTGTCATTGAATCGCCGACCGGGTT ~G~GT~AG---------------------------------------------------GCATTCCGCCGAT~~~~~~~~~~~~AT~TT~TG~~~~~~
IIIIIII I Ill IIIlllIlll~IIIlll/ II I IW'I llllI'l'//""IIllllll ! I' ~ I II ~ * ATTTTTTCGC-TGCCCTAGTTTTT_-CCCCCG~GGCAACGCGACTGCTCTAA~T~~TTAATTCTTCACGGGTTTTTATGATCGCTGG~~ACAGTGGAA -3449 A---------------------------------------------------------------------CMGG~TATMCGCTCTACTTAC~TGC-AA -3466 * ** YIIII' II I' AACAACGRAAACTCACTGAACCTTTTTTCTCACAAGC-TTACCCAGCACCATTTA~~ TCCAATACATCCAAAGTGCC_CTCTGCAGCTGCAGCTCTAC'?TACCTG'lTAA -3349 TTGTGGCCATAACTCGC----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
hb9? -----ACTGCTCTCGTTTTTAAGAT-----------------------------------------------CCGTTTGTTTGTGTTTGTTTG~cCGCGA
-3401 * ** ********** ******** *i**** ** * * AAGCTTAATTTGTCTTTTTTAAGA~TAT~T~MGAATCAAGCATAGA~~ACA~'~AT~~G~A~AMACTGGGMAGTTTGTTTCTGTT~G~AC~CAGGGC -3049 
Xhol GTGCGGGGTGCACAGTTC?GTCTTAAG,S GCTGATGGAAACCACCACA_T'IACTCGAG -2943 **ii **t****** ** * * ** * 1 * GTGTTTTTAAAACAGTTCTGACTCTGAAAGAT1~TCC -2858 Fig. 7 . Alignment of the stripe 3 region. Significant matches, in vitro footprints and repetitive sequences are indicated as described above. 3 ' of the significant similarity at -3450, gapping was chosen to allow alignment of the three most extensive matches present in this region. This alignment is characteristic of alignments in other regions of near-random similarity, such as between the stripe 3 and late elements and 3' of the coding sequence. The sequence in lower case at the 5' end of the D. picticornis sequence is derived from D. grimshawi, a Hawaiian picture-winged Drosophila which lies at the same evolutionary distance from D. melanogaster as D. picticornis, and is thus equivalent to D. picricornis for purposes of comparison to D. melanogaster. directing the expression of stripes 3 and 7 (Goto et al., 1989) . More recent work has narrowed the sequences required to the BarnHI to Sac1 fragment, highly coincident with this peak of conservation (S. Small, personal communication) . This region is nearly as well conserved as the homeobox, with 122/161 nucleotides being identical in its central block. It is interesting that although the spacing between the stripe 2 and stripe 3 regions is not precisely conserved between the species, this similarity in the stripe 3 region occurs at almost exactly the sequence (MAS) includes the sequences covered by the EVE-D, EVE-P and DENF-2 footprints. Selected restriction sites are shown to facilitate comparison to (Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989; Jiang et al., 1991) . 199-215 211 same distance from the promoter in both species. This positioning may therefore have functional significance (Small et al., 1993) . Numerous Hunchback binding sites have been identified in this region and at least live of them are recognizably conserved (Stanojevic et al., 1989) . Between them, they account for the majority of the sequence similarity in the region, consistent with the proposed role of hunchback in stripe 3 expression . It is unknown what function may be served by the small stretch of similarity (-3465 in D. melanogaster and -3350 in D. picticornis) 3 ' of hbl0. This sequence bears a striking similarity to the Gt binding sites in the stripe 2 region (e.g. gt3 (inverted) has CTGCAATTGactaATAA at its core; see Small et al., 1991 and Fig. 6) . Gt is thought to have little effect on stripe 3 expression Goto et al., 1989) , but it is possible that Gt bound in this location plays a role in limiting the effect of the numerous Hb sites on stripe 2 (Small et al., 1993) .
The late autoregulatory region
The first 500 bp of sequence beyond that shown in Fig. 7 showed no significant similarity between the species. The next 500 bp of D. picticornis DNA was not sequenced, on the basis of the results shown in Fig. 1 (probe J) and the absence of known regulatory elements in this region in D. melanogaster (Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989) . In all, 1.1 kb in D. melanogaster and 2.1 kb in D. picticornis occurs between the stripe 3 and 7 region and sequences identified as having late-acting positive autoregulatory activity (between KpnI and EcoRV in Fig. 8 ).
The late, or autoregulatory, region is responsible for the expression of all seven stripes during a secondary phase of eve expression (Goto et al., 1989; Harding et al., 1989) . A 200-bp sequence element has been identified (PstI at -5306 to EcoRI at -5505, Fig. 8 ) that is capable of directing the expression of all seven stripes from a heterologous promoter, in an eve-dependent manner (Harding et al., 1989) . Further dissection in D. melanogaster has identified a lOO-bp minimal autoregulatory sequence (MAS; nts -5335--5440) that retains activity when multimerized (Jiang et al., 1991) . The MAS is located approximately in the center of a much larger region of significant similarities extending over about 1000 bp.
Five sequences have been footprinted within the MAS, two by Eve protein and three by nuclear factors (Jiang et al., 1991) . Of these five footprints, the highaffinity portions of the Eve binding sites, EVE-D and EVE-P, reflect the most stringent conservation with virtually 100% nucleotide identity. This conservation is consistent with the demonstrated role of these sequences in late eve expression (Jiang et al., 1991) . It is also concordant with the 100% conservation of the Eve homeobox. Together, these observations support a model for eve autoregulation in which Eve interacts directly with the MAS.
In contrast, the binding sites for the three nuclear factors are not well conserved. The DENF-1 site is recognizable, but two mismatches at its center may indicate that this conservation is coincidental to its presence between the two well-conserved Eve binding sites. The proteins that bind the DENF-1 and-2 sites have been proposed (Jiang et al., 199 1) to be GAGA factor and the TCCT factor (Tramtrack), the same proteins that bind the 400 bp immediately 5 ' of the promoter where poor conservation of their binding sites is also observed. Despite their poor conservation, both the DENF-I and DENF-2 sites have been shown to be important to MAS function in a P-element transformation assay (Jiang et al., 1991) . However, in these experiments the MAS was assayed as a multimer without surrounding sequences. It is possible that the DENF sites are not conserved because other sequences outside the MAS provide MAS-specific enhancer function in whose presence they are redundant and dispensable (see Discussion).
2.9. The upstream homology region Fig. 2 shows that extensive cross-hybridization was detected at -9--10 kb. Approximately 2 kb of sequence has been obtained for this region from each species (not shown). Considerable sequence conservation exists (schematized in Fig. 3) , of an extent similar to that found at other portions of the locus. The longest contiguous open reading frame is sufficient to code for only 67 amino acids, so it seems unlikely that this sequence encodes a protein. The function of this region is unknown and is currently being explored by P-element transformation (Sackerson, Fujioka, and Goto, unpublished).
2.10. 3' flanking DNA 3 ' of the coding region, 615 bp from D. picticornis was sequenced (not shown). Only one canonical polyadenylation signal (AATAAA) is present, approximately 200 bp 3 ' of the presumptive TAG stop codon; the corresponding distance in D. melanogaster is 160 bp. In a comparison with -500 bp of D. melanogaster sequence 3' of the coding region, the most extensive similarity found is 13 contiguous nucleotides at + 1825. A sequence shown (Davis and Ish-Horowitz, 1991) to be essential for apical localization of the mRNA in embryos is not conserved.
II. Conservation of repetitive sequences
Several types of simple repeats occur in the sequences presented here which can be grouped into three types, [CAX] , or 'opa' (Wharton et al., 1985) , [GT] , and [CT],. In general, these repeats are not conserved, con-C. Sackerson / Mechanisms of Development 51 (1995) 199-215 &tent with the proposal that simple repeats such as [GT] , are highly unstable, subject to rapid evolution (Strand et al., 1993) and exist in the genome in response to their own internal drive, rather than selective forces (Dover, 1989) . Some of the [CT] ,, repeats may nevertheless be important. For example, a [CT] , sequence occurs at -300 in the D. melanogaster sequence that is not conserved (Fig. 5 ), yet has been shown to comprise an in vitro binding site for GAGA factor (Read et al., 1990) .
[CT], repeats are also prominent in D. picticornis where two of them flank the entire late region of similarity and a third lies adjacent to the MAS (Fig. 8) , suggesting that the D. picticornis region may be functionally subdivided into a 5 ' or distal portion and a 3 ' or proximal portion. The binding of GAGA factor to [CT] , repeats has been implicated in establishing chromatin structure and disrupting nucleosomes (Lu et al., 1993; Tsukiyama et al., 1994) . Therefore, [CT] ,, repeats may be functional despite their nonconservation. Two more complex types of repeats also occur. At -1122 in the D. melanogaster sequence is a [CCCAAT], which is not conserved (Fig. 6 ) yet has been reported to comprise a low-affinity Kruppel binding site (Stanojevic et al., 1991) . Conversely, [GTTT] , repeats occur in D. melanogaster at -1205 and in the 3 ' portion of the stripe 3 region where they are conserved and yet are not known to bind any proteins. These [GTTT] , repeats may therefore serve some function.
Discussion
Implicit in any evolutionary comparison of DNA sequence data is the assumption that conserved sequences are truly homologous, shared-ancestral characters and, hence, must have functions capable of being operated upon by selection. This assumption is supported by the fact that the minimal elements for stripe 2 and late autoregulatory expression, which have been defined as both necessary and sufficient for activity, are highly conserved. However, a major conclusion from the data reported here is that sequence conservation in noncoding regions is much more extensive than is accounted for by our current knowledge of eve regulation, since these minimal stripe elements encompass only a few hundred nucleotides (Jiang et al., 1991; Small et al., 1991 ) and yet are embedded in much larger blocks of conserved sequence that encompass on the order of a thousand nucleotides.
This conservation predicts that regulatory elements exist outside the minimal elements that have not yet been defined. A function can be inferred for at least some of these conserved sequences from available data. For example, in the late autoregulatory region, a 1.6-kb fragment which includes all the sequence similarities shown in Fig. 8 gives essentially wild-type expression of the seven, late, eve-dependent stripes, as well as expression in the presumptive anal plate. Reducing the element to a 260-bp fragment (PstI at -5560 to PstI at -5310), which includes the minimal autoregulatory sequence (MAS), eliminates staining in ventral portions of each stripe but continues to support expression in the presumptive anal plate. Further reduction to only the lOO-bp MAS eliminates expression in the presumptive anal plate, even when present in six copies (Jiang et al., 1991) . Also, when a contiguous promoter extending to -6.3 kb, which gives full late expression, is truncated to -5.5 kb, eliminating the distal half of the similarities in the late region (Fig. 3) , the expression of late stripe 1 is selectively reduced (Harding et al., 1989) .
Similarly, the minimal element for stripe 2 (MSE) directs reduced expression, again in ventral regions (Small et al., 1992) . Careful examination has also revealed an initial stage of activation directed by a contiguous promoter extending to -1.7 kb in which expression extends nearly to the posterior pole (Small et al., 1992) . This prepattern extends to only -60% egg length when the MSE is used in isolation, implying activator sequences that lie outside the MSE. Last, the MSE responds differently to Kruppel mutants than does the endogenous gene (Small et al., 1992) . Thus, it appears that at least some of the extensive conservation may define activator and repressor sequences that are relatively poorly understood, compared to the minimal elements.
An alternative, but not mutually exclusive, explanation for the extensive conservation is suggested by a periodicity to the sequence similarities present around the stripe 2 minimal element. Significant similarities occur at about -350, -550 and -750; then this phasing is interrupted until it is resumed at about -1375, -1600 and so on (see Figs. 3, 5, and 6) . These distances are reminiscent of the canonical 200-bp repeat generated by nucleosomes. It may be that one role of the large stretches of similarity is to bind proteins which organize chromatin structure, excluding nucleosomes by competition or positioning them so that the minimal elements lie in the linkers between nucleosomes or are oriented in particular ways on their surface.
The function of other conserved sequences remains open to speculation. For example, expression is not affected by the removal of the two longest contiguous stretches of similarity found in the entire comparison, 36 and 37 bp at about -400 and -550 in Fig. 5 (construct AH in Goto et al., 1989) . It is worth noting in this context that stripe 7 control does not conform to the concept of discrete, autonomous stripe elements that has emerged from work on stripes 2 and 3. Instead, stripe 7 regulation is embedded in the early stripe region, such that both the MSE and the stripe 3 element also direct stripe 7 expression. Therefore, these, and other, conserved sequences could be part of a redundant, dispersed set of elements responsible for stripe 7. This possibility would not have been detected due to the way the experiments were done. Many of the conserved sequences could similarly contribute to the expression of stripes 1, 4, 5 or 6 or expression in the nervous system or pericardial cells. Regulatory elements for these sites of expression have yet to be defined.
Despite the high overall conservation, several examples exist of functional sequences both within the coding sequence and 5 ' of the gene that are not conserved. The divergence in the protein sequence that occurs after the homeobox is of special interest since this is a region shown to have repressor function in the D. melanogaster protein. One interpretation of this divergence is that the small stretch of conserved amino acids (amino acids 213-222) combined with an overall conservation of amino acid composition and net charge is sufficient for function. Testing this portion of the D. picticornis protein for repressor function would be of great interest. It seems less likely that this repressor function is not required in D. picticornis or that directional selection has led to a new species-specific function for this region, but these remain formal possibilities.
Another notable example is the divergence of the promoter-proximal sequences. Here, conservation of the transcriptional start site and a putative eve binding site contrasts with extensive divergence of the next 300 bp despite numerous in vitro binding sites for the GAGA factor and the TCCT (Tramtrack) factor. It is possible that the only essential binding sites for GAGA factor are the two sites at +1 and -340 and that the TCCT factor is dispensable. Alternatively, the exact placement of such factors may not be critical so that other GAGA and TCCT sequence motifs present in the D. picticornis sequence, but not easily aligned with D. melanogaster counterparts, are able to serve the function. A third possibility is that TCCT and GAGA factors may play general roles in transcription, which have evolved to be filled by some other factors in D. picticornis or can be dispensed with altogether. Last, it is possible that the GAGA and TCCT factors have evolved toward new binding specificity such that the D. picticornis homologues of these factors still bind and play conserved roles, yet the binding sites are not recognizable from sequence alone. The same arguments may be made for binding of these two proteins to the DENF-1 and DENF-2 sites in the autoregulatory element. In contrast, proteins such as Eve, Hb, Kr, Bed and Gt display highly conserved binding sites in nearly every instance, indicating that the early developmental hierarchy is relatively constrained against change, even after >60 my of evolution.
The evolutionary comparison presented here is consistent with the conclusions from similar studies of the bicoid (Macdonald, 1990; Seeger and Kaufman, 1990) hunchback (Treier et al., 1989) , hairy (Langeland and Carroll, 1993) and engrailed (Kassis et al., 1989 ) genes in showing that segmentation functions are highly conserved in Drosophila. This work differs in that a relatively large amount of noncoding sequence is being compared, much of which has been intensively studied in D. melanogaster. This allows the further conclusion that extensive sequence conservation exists in regions of unknown function, contrasted by a lack of conservation in other regions for which functions have been defined. Thus, neither the minimal stripe 2 element nor the minimal autoregulatory element would have been obvious from the comparison alone, due to the extent and degree of conservation surrounding them. In contrast, the divergent portion of the protein may have been inferred to be nonfunctional, in the absence of functional assays. These data, therefore, provide support for the belief that functionally important sequences will be conserved through evolution. However, these data also emphasize that the assignment of function to all conserved sequences remains a challenging task and that nonconservation is not a reliable indicator of lack of function. (Harding et al., 1986) , a genomic clone of the D. melanogaster eve coding region that includes the homeodomain but has had the opa-encoded polyalanine stretch removed, was used at high stringency to initiate a walk in a D. picticornis genomic library constructed by partial EcoRI digestion in Charon 4 (a gift to W. J. Dickinson from J. A. Hunt). A total of -20 kb surrounding the homeobox-containing fragments was isolated (Fig. 2) . Sequence analysis of the homeobox homology confirmed that a gene bearing high similarity to the D. melanogaster eve gene had been isolated. Arrows on the X-axis indicate the cutoff points for significant similarities; each cutoff is described below the arrow. nis gene most closely related to the D. melanogaster eve gene had been isolated and that only one such gene was present in the D. picticornis genome.
D. melanogaster genomic sequences were isolated from a Lambda DASH library constructed by partial SaDA digestion of DNA from Cantons flies. pS72-B7 was used to initiate the walk, which resulted in a total of -30 kb, from -20 kb to +12 kb.
Cross-species hybridization of Southern blots
Southern blots contained approximately 1 pg recombinant bacteriophage Lambda DNA per lane. Hybridization was performed at 37" in 5 x SSC (1 M NaCl) without formamide. Washes were performed at a variety of stringencies through manipulation of NaCl concentration and temperature. Visual discrimination between related and unrelated sequences was greatest at 2 x SSC/O.S%SDS/SO"C (approximately 45°C below Tm; Sambrook et al., 1989) ; autoradiograms from this wash are shown. Exposures were collected at 2-fold time intervals without a screen; the autoradiograms shown match each other most closely in the D. picticornis signal and, thus, are within 50% of each other in intensity.
D. picticornis DNA sequencing was performed on both strands with Sequenase (USB). The majority of the D. melanogaster sequence was obtained from Mike Levine and Tad Goto; other portions (3' of + 1.5 kb and 5 ' of -6.2 kb) were sequenced from bacteriophage Lambda clones of Cantons DNA (see above). Sequences were analyzed for similarities in three steps.
In the first step, the 'homology' function of the GENEPRO (Riverside Scientific) DNA sequence analysis package was used to identify short stretches of similarity between -10 kb of D. melanogaster and -10 kb of D. picticornis sequence, at window lengths from 15 to 50 nucleotides and a variety of stringencies between -50% and 100% identity. The output from this search was used to discriminate 'background' from 'significant' similarities as follows. First, all sequence matches obtained at a variety of window lengths and stringencies were tabulated. A graph of the data set thus obtained (Fig. 9) shows that, as the stringency is increased for a given window length, the number of matches drops to a minimum (marked by the arrow), which is often only zero or one match, after which a small number of matches persist out to very high percent similarity, often 100%. Examination of each match showed that the numerous weaker similarities were often inverted or their order scrambled in the two species relative to each other and many were repetitive. In contrast, the stronger similarities were usually oriented, ordered and spaced similarly in the two species. Therefore, the first minimum on each curve was considered to be the natural endpoint of the 'background' similarities and matches persisting past this point to be 'significant'. Significant matches tend to appear repeatedly at various criteria of window length and percent homology and to be contained in larger, highly homologous regions of sequence conservation. Despite the high stringency of this cutoff, the use of a variety of window lengths and the organization of sequence similarities into large blocks leads to the inclusion of many less stringent matches in the significant set; only rarely are matches > 8-10 nt excluded. Note that the criteria defined here for significant are not necessarily able to be generalized; for example, in a similar comparison between 2 kb of 5 ' flanking sequence at the Adh loci of D. melanogaster and D. affinidisjuncta (another Hawaiian picture-winged species), the most extensive match is only 13 nt and the cutoff for a significant match in a window of 50 would be 56% (28/50). In the figures, significant similarities are indicated by vertical lines; all other similarities are indicated by asterisks.
In the second step, the significant similarities were used to anchor the sequences against each other and the regions between them analyzed for alignment using software from three sources: GENEPRO, LASERGENE (DNASTAR) and MacVector (IBUKODAK). All three programs were similarly effective at recognizing the significant similarities and generally aligned them identically regardless of sequence endpoints or the alignment parameters specified, but typically gave different results in areas with near-random levels of similarity. Therefore, alignments were manually analyzed for maximal similarity with minimal gapping by assigning a nucleotide match a score of + 1, a gap a score of -3 and no penalty for gap length. The alignment chosen had the highest score. In the third step, in cases where the chosen alignment had a large number of gaps without extensive similarity, a single large gap was tested to determine whether it could give the same or higher score as the computer-generated alignment. If so, the single gap is shown. Thus, the alignment shown for regions of nearrandom similarity is only one of many possible.
